Thank You Summer Academy!
The first few weeks in Summer Academy was extremely challenging and stressful for
both Veng Yan and her parents. Daddy has to apply time-off from work to accompany
her to classes. Later, her anxiety slowly subsided, thanks to the patience and
sincerity of the educator-partners of Summer Academy in making learning fun.
Gradually, Veng Yan started to look forward to school, became independent and can’t
wait to tell stories of things she learnt in school and her fun time mixing with other
children.
She is full of praises for her teachers in Summer Academy who have taught her to
speak and write in the 3 key languages – English, Bahasa Malaysia and Chinese,
conduct classroom activities that assist her in exploring her creativity, understanding
teamwork, etc. We are often in awe of her progress in speaking the 3 languages,
her ability in presenting her thoughts or opinion on things she observed, her
self-discipline and creativity. Most important of all, she is eager to pick-up new
knowledge and able to post questions when she has doubts.
I chanced upon Summer Academy through the internet when I was looking for a
kindergarten for Veng Yan. What caught my eye was what Summer Academy
believed in and has to offer - that early education for children is about
developing a child not only academically but just as important to develop the
creativity, ability to think and well being of a child! We liked how Summer
Academy balances both.
We truly appreciate the attention and care each teacher gives to Veng Yan and all
other children. We are delighted to see that each teacher and staff of Summer
Academy is doing what they are doing not because it is just a job but because
they really like to work with children and have the best interest of the children
at heart.
We are happy with the progress that Veng Yan is making but more importantly we are
grateful that she is truly happy to go to school. We have always hoped that Veng
Yan will enjoy her learning experiences; and with Summer Academy, it looks like Veng
Yan is really enjoying the whole learning experience.
A very big thank you to each and everyone at Summer Academy!

Warmest wishes,
Veng Yan’s daddy, mummy & family.
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